


Paul has delivered training
all over the world including
the UK, USA, South Africa,
Eastern & Western Europe,

India, China, Singapore,
Iran & Australia, and has
spoken to cross-cultural

audiences of sizes
20 - 5000+ from a range

of industry sectors.

For over two decades Paul has researched effective organizations and the people
that lead them.  He studies trends in business and identifies what makes successful
organizations and the ways business will operate in the future.  The results of his
personal study into effective Leaders has been used and quoted in articles all over
the world.  As a result of his work he has been voted 12th in the Top 20 Most
Influential Leadership Gurus in the World for three consecutive years, and in 2010
has been included in the list for the Top 100 Management Gurus of all time.

Paul explains things in a simple and uncomplicated way while combining his global
perspective with personal research and gives practical ideas that people can actually
use to raise their ability to manage and lead as well as get the best out of their
people. His presentations are enlightening, exciting, inspirational and highly
informative. The results of his research allow people to discover the true qualities
of a leader as well as give people the opportunity to measure themselves against
what is expected from a Leader.

Paul is a Fellow of the Institute for Business Consultants, and is currently on the
Faculty for Duke University and of the Institute for Management Studies, He is also
a Certified Speaking Professional, Member of the Canadian Journalist Association,
Fellow of the Professional Speaker Association, NLP Practitioner, has an Advance
Diploma in Sales and Marketing with the University of Zimbabwe.

Paul is a dynamic author and writes articles,
books and columns for magazines and
journals around the world.

Paul Bridle
Leadership Methodologist

"Paul has the ability to look at a situation from a different angle and bring
a fresh perspective. He makes me think and helps me identify the areas
that need my attention both personally and in business."
Shaun McGarry - Finance Director, UK

"Paul Bridle walks his talk! He manages to achieve outstanding results
whilst multi-tasking and at the same time he injects humor, challenge and
care into everything he does. He does all of this from a position of integrity
and passion."
Curly Martin - Executive Coaching Specialist

"Paul has a unique ability to 'make leadership tangible' and his direct style
is very refreshing when compared to some of the 'fluffy'
leadership presentations we have had in the past."
Mark Jesty, IMS Toronto

What delegates have said about Paul LEADERSHIP
is to manage people's

perceptions and that includes
the attitude people have
towards their job, their

colleagues, their customers
and any  other aspect of the
job that affects their behavior"

- Paul  Bridle



Program Overview
The changing nature of the workforce and the dramatic rise in organizational complexity has necessitated a more collaborative outlook

 with reference to organizational leadership. The greater dependency on technologies and the rise of distributed work arrangements have place
new demands on how leaders interact with their people. A distributed view of leadership is on the rise, shifting the focus from the traditional

single leader to an intricate and complex web of leaders who possess a range of abilities and experiences necessary to ensure that the
leadership function is carried out to the benefit of the wider organization.

Today»s organizations need leaders that can drive the business, come up to the expectations of the market, lead the people and lead themselves.
This seminar focuses on the needs of the customers as well as the business, what people want from their leader and what qualities

a leader should possess in order to motivate himself.

The Leadership Challenge!

A business needs to make profit, conform to rules and legal
requirements and have the right processes, systems and people
in place to operate effectively. This is why a good business
leadership is critical to business growth. In this session participants
will discover the key elements that a leader should possess in
order to deliver the expected results in his domain:

Leading Managers

Leading the Function Leading Others

Leading Self Leading the Organization

This  program is  relevant  for :

The customers» expectations and their understanding of what
they want are changing and will continue to change. The leader
needs to be able to set a strategy that deals with customer needs
and ensure that correct value is being offered. Successful
organizations have moved beyond just Customer Service and are
responding to the customers in a different way. In this session
participants will discover:

Exemplary leadership satisfies all the needs of the constituents
it serves. These constituents may be employees, colleagues,
shareholders, and even board directors. For people to operate
at the most effective level, they have certain needs from their
leaders. In this session participants will discover:

Being a leader is more than just having a title. Highly effective
leaders understand self-leadership as the basis for being an
effective leader. In this session participants will look at the
different mindsets of a leader and what motivates him. They
will explore:
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Needs of the Market
Value being delivered
Building a Strategy
Exceeding expectations of Customer Service

Leadership competencies needed in Business
Why Businesses need Leaders
The cost of Poor Leadership
Challenging the Business

Attributes of a Leader that people respond to
Leading with integrity
Being the person People want to follow
Getting the best out of People

Self leadership - basis to Effective Leadership
Self-evaluation of your abilities
Thinking like a leader
Being in control by letting go



Position your company brand with Octara»s Premium Learning
Events as enduring partners and mark your competitive
presence amongst the key decision makers in
the corporate sector.

Past Participants, Partners and Sponsors of Octara»s

Premium Learning Events

"I have worked with many event
management companies around the

world, and Octara is Absolutely World
Class in event management for my public

Uplifting Service seminar. In publicity,
enrollment, on-site registration, room and

stage layout, sound system, and graphic
design - this company knows how to do it

RIGHT."

Ron Kaufman
Service ICON and Founder,

Up Your Service



Complimentary Passes
Utilize the maximum of your sponsorship investment and have your

clients, employees and prospects attend a one of its kind event.

Position Your Company Brand
Connect your brand with Paul Bridle»s globally acclaimed

Leadership Seminar to mark a strong competitive footprint.

Media Campaigns And Promotions
Hit the news with exclusive media campaigns and

promotions for the event.

New Sales Leads
Showcase your products or services either by exhibiting or taking part

in the program to meet key strategy execution decision makers.

Build Customer Loyalty
Face to face contact at conferences cements your position as

a market leader and helps develop client loyalty.

Brokering New Business Partnerships
Partner with delegates or other sponsors to deliver more

compelling solutions to your clients.

Contact us for details on tailored
sponsorship packages to meet your needs on:

021-34548428 | marif@octara.com




